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TESTING FOR STRUCTURAL DIFFERENCES IN GENERAL COMMODITY

MOTOR CARRIAGE

I. INTRODUCTION

The U.S. trucking industry operated under heavy

regulation following the Motor Carrier Act of 1935. With
this regulation, the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC)

controlled the industry rather tightly; the ICC could decide

what commodities were hauled by whom and through which
route. In addition, the ICC had authority over rates and
entry. Under ICC regulation, the carriers were allowed to

engage in collective rate making; thus, antitrust immunity

was provided to carriers to some extent.

Regulatory reform took place with implementation of the

Motor Carrier Act of 1980 (MCA) on July 1, 1980. The

purpose of MCA was to reduce restrictions in order to

promote competition and to improve service in the industry.

Friedlaender and Wang-Chiang (1985) showed that the

regulated industry exhibited constant returns to scale. The

competitive market environment was expected in the industry.

However, the less-than-truckload (LTL) segment of the

industry has become more concentrated following the MCA.

This phenomena has been of interest to many economists

since it seems that regulatory reform has had the opposite
effect from what was expected. The increasing concentration
indicates a lack of competition in the LTL industry. An

important question raised by the increased concentration is
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whether it is due to economies of scale. In other words,

are there cost advantages related to size of the firm? If

so, this in turn leads to the possibility of natural

monopoly or oligopoly. Monopolists by nature operate at

lower levels of output and higher prices than competitive

firms; price discrimination is one of the common practices

used by monopolists as a profit maximizing scheme. Hence,

monopolists will generally lower the welfare of consumers
and avert efficient use of resources in a market. Thus, re-

regulation may be advocated if monopoly type of cost

structures are indeed the case.

It is easy to extend the argument of monopoly to the

trucking industry because of the large fixed costs required

by terminals of LTL trucking firms that may create a

sufficient barrier against entry into the market. Evidence
of increased concentration in the post-regulatory LTL

industry is shown by Rakowski (1988) and Kling (1988).

However, the increase in concentration is not necessarily

due to the monopolistic market structure. The possibility

of natural monopoly in the market would be indicated by

scale economies.

As seen in Table 1, the results of some studies

indicate economies of scale in the LTL segment of the

industry, while others show no such evidence. Kling (1990),

and Ying (1990) find increasing returns to scale, while

McMullen (1990), Winston et al. (1990), Grimm, Corsi, and
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Jarrell (1989), Harmatuck (1985), and Keeler (1986) find

constant returns to scale. Friedlaender, Spady, and Wang-
Chiang (1981) report slight decreasing returns to scale in

some regions and increasing returns to scale in others in
1972, the regulated period. Friedlaender and Wang-Chiang
(1985) reported constant returns to scale for LTL carriers

in 1976.

Many researchers suspect that large carriers have cost

advantages over the small. However, constant returns to
scale are reported by majority of econometric studies. As
for other sources of advantage, some suggest the existence

of economies of scope in the industry while others argue

that large firms have higher service quality than small and

that they are able to increase revenues in the less

regulated industry.

The primary objective of this study is to compare cost

functions between large and small LTL carriers of general

freight commodity in attempt to give reasons for observed

increases in revenue concentration in the post-1980 trucking

industry.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides

an overview of the U.S. motor carrier industry and how it

has changed following the MCA. Section III considers

alternative explanations for increased concentration. The

econometric methodology and model specification used are

presented in Section IV. Empirical results are shown in
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Section V, and Section VI provides a summary of the major

research results.
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Table 1
Economies of Scale Estimates in Recent Research

Author Data
Year

Method Segment Returns to scale

Kling (1990) 1987 Loglinear LTL Increasing returns
to scale

Ying (1990) 1984 Translog LTL Increasing returns
to scale 0.88988
(.08014)

McMullen
(1991a)

1988 Loglinear LTL Constant returns
to scale
1.0289 (.016)(1991b) 1988 Translog LTL Constant returns
to scale
1.06 (.08657)

Winston et al. 1984 Loglinear LTL Constant returns(1990) -85 to scale
1.006 (0.0109)

Grimm et al. 1984 Translog LTL Constant returns(1989) -86 to scale
0.9989

Harmatuck 1974 Translog LTL+TL Constant returns(1985) -83 to scale

Friedlaender & 1976 Hedonic LTL Constant returnsWang-Chiang Translog to scale(1985)
0.998 (.068)

Friedlaender,
Spady, & Wang-

1972 Hedonic LTL NE : 1.086 (.0376)
Reg: 1.079 (.0273)Chiang (1981)
Inter-regional :

0.897 (.0501)

Keeler (1986) 1966 Translog LTL+TL Constant returns-83 to scale
1.0345 (.0268)

Note: standard errors are in the parentheses; however, forsome studies coefficients or standard errors can not bespecified due to the methodologies employed.
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II. MOTOR CARRIER INDUSTRY

Segments of Trucking Industry

The trucking industry can be divided into two major

categories. One is unregulated, which includes the

following types of carriers; carriage of exempted

commodities (mainly agricultural products); private

carriage; and local and intrastate operations. The other

carriers are regulated by the ICC, which after 1935 had

direct authority over operations of these carriers. These

regulated carriers are further classified into two types of

carriers. The first type of carrier is called a specialized

commodity carrier. It primarily engages in truckload (TL)

shipments and usually deals in specific commodities such as

petroleum products, forest products, building materials,

hazardous materials, and etc. In specialized commodity

carriers, there are wide a variety in technology between

firms due to the diversities in types of commodities that in
turn requires commodity-specific technologies.

The other type of carrier is a common carrier of

general freight. Although general freight carriers

sometimes deal with TL shipments, a large portion of their

traffic consists of less-than-truckload (LTL) shipments.

LTL shipments are arbitrarily defined by ICC as less than
10,000 pounds. Although common carriers of general freight

carry a wide variety of commodities, small shipment size
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enables the carriers to employ a relatively homogeneous

technology. An important fact is that this segment serves

the largest population of shippers since LTL is primarily

for small shippers in cities. This means that LTL market is

potentially the largest in motor carrier industry.

Characteristic of the LTL carriers is the fact that

they consolidate the shipments at their terminals and

redispatch the shipments to destinations. Glaskowsky (1990)

clearly explains that the reason of such consolidation is to

maximize the capacity exploitation of each trucks. Whereas
sellers of physical commodities can save unsold goods for

next day as inventory, unused capacity for motor carriers

will be gone with the dispatched trailer; it can not be

retrieved.

Regulation and Deregulation

Motor carriers became regulated in 1935 when railroads
wanted to suppress growing motor carrier competition. The

Motor Carrier Act of 1935 gave the ICC authority over rates,

routes, entry, and merger and acquisitions in the trucking

industry except in the transportation of unprocessed

agricultural products.

In the 1950s the building of the interstate highway

system enhanced the efficiency of trucking transportation by

1 See Winston et al. (1990) for more details on thehistory of regulation in trucking industry.
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shortening travel time and increasing the utilization of

larger trucks. Even in the regulated environment, the

trucking industry became quite profitable. Due to the

trucking industry's collective rate making system and entry

restrictions, the LTL sector could charge relatively higher

rates than it would otherwise. Based largely on the

evidence of economists who argued the industry exhibited

constant returns to scale, Congress authorized Motor Carrier

Act of 1980, which significantly deregulated the trucking

industry by allowing more freedom in rate making, easing

entry restrictions and encouraging competition in the

industry.

After deregulation, there were fluctuations in the

number of trucking firms. Because of reduced entry

restrictions, number of firms in trucking industry as a

whole increased from 18,000 in 1978 to nearly 33,000 in

1985.2 However, only a few of such new entries were seen
in LTL sector of the industry; most of occurrences were in
TL sector. This is because most entry was small class III
firms which were mostly TL carriers. Winston et al.

(1990)3 explains the change that took place in LTL market.

New entry into the LTL markets came largely fromgeographic expansion by existing carriers. Carriershave also been increasing the separation of truckload

2 Number is quoted from Kling (1988): for more detail,see Robert W. Kling.

3 For the deregulation in LTL market, see Winston et al.(p 12, 1990)
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and less-than-truckload activities. Before
deregulation, LTL general freight carriers derivedroughly a third of their revenues from truckloadtraffic; by 1987 this figure had fallen to 12 percent.

General freight carriers obviously have been able to

take advantage of the deregulation and generate more

revenues from LTL activities. The deregulation allowed the
LTL carriers to improve the efficiency in their network

reducing empty backhauls.

The number of firms that went out of business owing to
financial failures increased rapidly under deregulation.

This bankruptcy was partly due to the high cost union labor;
under intense competition the firms which could not reduce
operational cost were ousted. More importantly, rate

discounts became conspicuous practice of LTL firms to

attract large shippers soon after deregulation. Breene

(1983) argues that in order to practice such "predatory

pricing" scheme, firms need to have dominant position in the
market and strong financial capability. The regulation

allowed firms to have larger profit with collective price
setting, but profit reserves may differ in market share of
the firms.

Trend of Concentration

In both Table 2 and 3, trend of revenue concentration
is shown. In Table 2, the sample includes all of
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Instruction 27 carriers4, and only 100 largest carriers in
Instruction 27 are considered in Table 3. In Table 2, it is

clear that a large portion of revenue was concentrated in

large carriers between 1978 and 1987. The trend towards

increased concentration started even earlier than 1980 in
which the MCA became effective. When the share of revenue

calculation includes revenue of all Instruction 27 carriers,
the trend seems to be reversed somewhat for 1988. Figures
for the 1988 are very close to those of 1985. However, when
revenue of only 100 largest carriers are used, share of

revenue seems to be continuously trended toward

concentration, and rate of increase seems to be rather

substantial. Comparing these two approaches as of 1988, it
seems that industry as a whole the trend was slightly

subsided, and that only among 100 largest carriers great
portion of revenue is still consistently captured by a few
firms. Nevertheless, the very large firms seem to have been
able to get more benefit out of this deregulation than firms
of other sizes.

4 Instruction 27 refers to the carriers that generatemore than 75 percent from the intercity transportation ofgeneral commodity. The gross revenues of these carriers aremore than $ 4,999,999.
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Table 2
Share of Revenue for All Instruction 27 Carriers, 1978-1988

4-Firm ratio
8-Firm ratio
20-Firm ratio

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

0.23 0.25 0.27 0.27 0.3 0.350.31 0.33 0.37 0.37 0.4 0.460.46 0.48 0.54 0.55 0.6 0.65

*1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

4-Firm ratio 0.36
8-Firm ratio 0.48
20-Firm ratio 0.66

0.38 0.38
0.5 0.52
0.68 0.71

0.42 0.37
0.55 0.5
0.71 0.67

Source : Kling (1990), Transportation Journal, p48

Share of
Table 3

Revenue for 100 Largest Instruction 27 Carriers.

Operating Revenue
1979 1984 1985 1988*

Top 3 0.213 0.286 0.309 0.36Top 5 0.298 0.384 0.393 0.443Top 10 0.41 0.514 0.528 0.583

LTL Revenue
1979 1985 1988*

Top 3 0.252 0.345 0.399Top 5 0.329 0.435 0.49Top 10 0.43 0.574 0.628

Source : Rakowski (1988) Transportation Journal, p13

*Calculated using data from Motor Carrier Annual Report of1988.
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III. POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS FOR INCREASED CONCENTRATION

Kling (1988) argues that the LTL industry has

significant barriers to entry due to large fixed cost such
as the costly terminals needed to consolidate and transfer

shipments. In the regulated period, firms in this industry
were not allowed freely to expand nor compete with prices.

To some extent, the regulation acted as both restriction and
protection. Limited entry into the industry and rate

setting by governmental authority provided protection to

those firms that were already in the market. However,

without such protection, a firm has to somehow secure its
position in the industry.

Although this natural barrier to entry existed even

after deregulation, competition was still introduced to the
industry. Competition is usually associated with efficiency

in production and operation. The efficiency is in turn

reflected in cost per output and price of output. If a firm

can produce its output at lower cost than others, it can

increase its sales share in market by lowering its price.

The cost per unit of output may increase or decrease

according to level of output produced. This size related

characteristics can be measured by economies of scale.

Economies of scale manifest the effects of output level on
unit cost. If the increase in output lowers the unit cost,
economies of scale (increasing returns to scale) are

present. The increasing returns to scale will give firms an
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incentive to expand. In contrast, if an increase in output

raises unit cost, diseconomies of scale (decreasing returns
to scale) exists. The constant returns to scale indicates

that an increase in output has no effect on unit cost.

Nonetheless, the results from majority of studies

support the inference of constant returns to scale in the

LTL industry. There may be significant differences between
large and small carriers in other production technologies or

operational strategies.

LTL carriers compete on the basis of service and price.

Keeler (1989) argues that there must be "economies of

integration", which extend to service quality and marketing

advantages. Large shippers may prefer to use only one large
carrier which offers better quality. For example, large

carriers may have better service qualities such as speed of

delivery, schedule reliability, more careful handling, or

rate discounts, while small carriers may have to organize

with or depend on other firms to do the same. Efficient
work at a terminal may contribute to speed of delivery.

Larger number of agencies may add to the quality of service.

However, unfortunately there are no data available to show
these service qualities.

Marcus (1987) argues that there are two possible

strategies for shippers to take; one is called "market

dominance" where shippers spread their business among many
carriers and maintain a pool of carriers large enough for
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competition but small enough so that carriers are dependent

on the shippers for a large portion of their business. This
type of strategy may be operational for only large shippers.

The other is called "credible commitments" that shippers

establish a long-term mutually beneficial relationships with
selected carriers so that they can get benefits such as

volume discounts, "continuous moves, computer tie-ins", and

customized services. With credible commitments, large

shippers may get a price discount with large number of

commodities since less handling cost involved. The less it
costs, the more possible to have rate discounts; note that
these are cost related discounts, not discriminatory

pricing. To many shippers, on-time delivery provides the

crucial competitive edge in their business, and also

computerized communications with carriers may reduce the
visible amount of transaction cost. Reliability is, thus,

very important factor to select carriers as well as rate.
Such a reliability may be offered more exclusively by large
firms that have many terminals throughout the nation.

The efficient use of terminals seems to make a

significant impact on the operation of a firm. The number

of terminals and distance between the terminals make a

difference in minimization of costs. Larger number of

terminals may also enhance the marketing ability of the
firm; in many cases, terminals act as agents as well. On
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the contrary, the number of interlining activities5 may

have significant relation to the cost and revenue. Local
carriers may have to rely on other firms to deliver

shipments which are directed to far beyond the carriers'

territories; it is likely for the carriers to incur higher

costs in this case. If less interlining yields less cost,

improves the speed of delivery, or enhances the efficiency

in use of truck, it is reasonable for firms to merge or

acquire other firms with terminals.

Ann F. Friedlaender and S. Judy Wang-Chiang (1984)

attempted to include variables to measure network effects in
a cost function of trucking industry by using the data set
from 1976, a year in which the regulation was still fully
effective. They warn that since a network of terminals and
routes are essential factor of LTL operation, the omission

of these characteristics in cost function estimation may

cause biased results°. They conclude that "economies of

network configuration and of network operation" reveal the
basis of a genuine advantage that large carriers have over
the small. Large carriers can thoroughly exploit the

"economies of equipment utilization" and traffic

5
Interlining is to connect with other modes oftransportation or other motor carriers to deliver commodityfrom its origin to destination.

6
Wang-Chiang and Friedlaender (1985) conducted thelikelihood ratio test to see significance of the networkeffects and could reject the null hypothesis that networkvariables do not have an impact upon cost.
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circulation.

Friedlaender and Wang-Chiang (1985) also estimated

economies of scope using the same 1976 data set. In order
to see the economies of scope, they have further divided LTL
shipments into three major categories according to length of
haul; short-haul (under 250 miles); intermediate-haul (250-
500); and long-haul (over 500). They argue that while TL
operations do not vary by the length of haul, LTL operations

greatly depend on it. The reason provided is that the

primary service of short-haul is speed so that direct

service is more likely to be offered, but in case of the

long-haul, shipments tend to be consolidated at terminals;
thus, there are different characteristics in operations

depending on the length of haul.

From the results, they argue that representative
carrier in their sample exhibited economies of scope. This
signifies that product mixes can reduce the cost. By

providing short-haul, intermediate-haul, and long-haul
services rather than limiting to one type of service, the
firm can reduce the operating costs. Hence, these economies
of scope encourage the carriers to produce composite of

different output type. They report, however, that economies
of scope for large carriers seem to be almost exhausted.
The main implication is that the gain from size is limited

under regulation.

Then what could be the reason for the increased
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concentration that existed even before the MCA? In fact
most of the mergers and acquisitions that took place in the
regulated period were to gain operating rights. The number
of operating rights issued were confined by ICC as a tool to
restrict entry. Positive profits resulted from the

collective rate setting might have made the new region

attractive to the large firms. Thus, even if large firms
have exhausted scope economies, market share could be the
factor to increase their profit under regulation.

With loosened entry restriction, the question that
arises from the results of Friedlaender and Wang-Chiang

(1985) is whether deregulation changed the cost structure of
large carriers so that they could exploit the economies of
scale or scope further, or simply whether different types of
operational strategy is available only to large carriers.

In order to see why large share of revenues are captured by
a few large firms, size of the carriers should be focused
upon. Using cost function estimate, this study is conducted
to examine differences in large and small LTL firms that
might help explain the increasing concentration.
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IV. METHODOLOGY

A translog cost function will be used in this study.
The translog is a flexible functional form that places fewer
restrictions on the estimation than a Cobb-Douglas

functional form. It can be shown that Cobb-Douglas cost
function is a special case of the translog cost function
with additional restriction.7 Substitution elasticities of

Cobb-Douglas cost function are assumed to be fixed. Thus,
it is difficult to assess the production characteristics
using such restrictive functional forms. Furthermore, the
translog function performs a local second-order

approximation to a unknown cost functions. Thus, no

specific functional form needs to be assumed to get point

estimates of true cost function. Diewert (1974) assures
that the translog cost function sufficiently approximates an
arbitrary twice differentiable cost function.

In estimation of cost function, there is a possibility

of aggregation bias. Unless outputs are homogeneous, a

failure to take into account of heterogeneity of outputs
will cause aggregation bias in the estimation.9 For

example, output (tonmiles) in the LTL sector of trucking

7 For the discussion of the translog cost function, seeDiewert (1974).

8 The properties of translog are cited from Varian(1984).

9
For aggregation bias, see Zellner (1962).
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industry are treated in the same manner as if all have an

identical impact on the cost, although each traffic has its
own characteristics such as value of the commodity, mileage
of delivery, duration of traffic, etc. Generally this

deficiency is due to the limitations in data. In order to

reduce aggregation bias in estimation, some researchers use

multiple outputs, others use attribute variables that

describe the characteristics of outputs, and other use both
techniques.

Subsequently, the introduction of multiple outputs or
attribute variables requires more parameters in the general
form of the translog so that it significantly reduces the
degrees of freedom.1° In order to solve this problem, some

researchers use the "hedonic" translog cost function.

Basically, the hedonic is the special case of the general

translog specification. The hedonic form imposes a set of

restrictions on the general translog cost function in order
to save a great deal of degrees of freedom. However, the

consequences from using the hedonic translog cost function

to From Oum and Tretheway (1989), General translog modelrequires the number of parameters:

K(k+1) L(L+1) M(M +l) + KL + KM + ML2 2 2

Hedonic translog model requires the number of parameters:
M(M+1) K(K+1)

+.1.0/1 + L2 2

where K is the number of input prices, M outputs, and Lattribute variables.
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should be clear.

Oum and Tretheway (1989) explain that while the general
translog can be regarded as quadratic approximation to a

unknown function, application of the hedonic translog

function involves two serious theoretical limitations.

First, the hedonic translog function can not provide a

second-order approximation unless the unknown cost function
has a strong separability condition. Second, the hedonic

translog cost function imposes homotheticity condition on
output aggregators. Since there are serious setbacks to the
hedonic specification, the general translog cost function
should be encouraged to use whenever possible.

The general translog cost function is used in this

study since there are a sufficient number of observations in
the data set and also reasonable attribute variables to
account for heterogeneity of output.

Model Specification

In order to apply duality theory, all firms are
assumed to be minimizing costs with respect to given input
prices, and optimal level of factors are determined by given
level of outputs.

The general cost function can be expressed as follows:

C = f (Q P, A) ,

where C is the long run cost, Q represents outputs, P is a
vector of input prices, and A is a vector of output
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attributes. With these arguments in the model, the general

translog function" can be written as:

In C(Q,P,A) = ao + yq(ln Q) + E a1 (ln Pi)

E Oman Am)

+ 1 yg (ln Q)2
2

+ aid (ln Pi) an Pi)

(ln Am) (ln An)2

EBqi(ln (ln Pi)

E E Dim (ln Pi) (ln Am)
m

E.Eq(ln Q) (on Am)

+ e,

where ln is natural log, and e is an independent,

identically distributed random error. Symmetry conditions,
airaii and 8m=Bm, are imposed. Homogeneity of degree one in
input prices requires the following parameter restrictions:

E ai =1

E aii =E

E Eqi = 0

EDim = 0 .

=0

All variables are normalized by the geometric mean.

With Shephard's Lemma12, the conditional demand

See Christensen and Greene (1976) and Greene (1990) forthe general translog cost function and parameter restrictions.
12 The derivation of share equations is shown byChristensen and Greene (1976) and Berndt and Wood (1975).
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function for i° factor of productions are easily computed by
taking the partial derivative of cost function with respect
to i° factor price; that is,

aC(Q, P, A)

aPi

Differentiating the logarithm of cost with respect to 1th

input price gives the share of the 1° input,

ac
ainc C ac Pi _ XiPi
a1nPi ap1 8P1 c C

Pi

where Si is the factor share of 1° input. Accordingly,

differentiation of the translog cost function gives the

factor share equations of the form,

Si = oci +E ocii (1nPi) +E Di, (1nA,) +Eqi (Inc)) 4-Ei

where ci is disturbance term. Scale economies can be

measured by taking derivative of cost function with respect
to output.

a 1nC
a 1nO-yq-1-7qq(1n0) +EBqi(lnPi) +Egq,(1nAm)

This is a measure of the elasticity of cost with respect to
output; percentage change in total cost when there is a one
percent change in output. If the elasticity is larger than
one, it indicates decreasing returns to scale; if one,

constant returns to scale; if smaller than one, increasing

returns to scale. The returns to scale at the mean of the
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sample can be seen as yq alone when typical firm is assumed
to have mean value of all variables; since all variables are
normalized at the mean, all terms except yq will be equal to
zero.

The disturbances in the system of equations are assumed
to be multivariate-normally

distributed with mean zero. The
translog cost function is simultaneously estimated with
factor share equations in order to improve efficiency in

coefficients and also to calculate the elasticities of

substitutions. Full information maximum likelihood

estimator (FIML) is used for estimation; FIML is virtually
the same as iterative Zellner's seemingly unrelated

estimator. The maximum likelihood estimator provides the
asymptotic properties.

In this model, four factor shares can be formed since
four inputs are assumed to be used in the production. Since
factor shares will sum up to one, multi-collinearity problem
occurs; disturbance covariance matrix of share equations

will be singular. Hence, one of the share equations is
dropped; the choice of equation to be deleted from the
system does not matter in maximum likelihood estimation13
while the estimates resulted from Feasible Generalized

Least Square (FGLS) estimator depends on which share

equation is dropped. Thus, the utilization of FIML

u The result from dropping one share equation isdiscussed in Lautis R. Christensen and William H. Greene(1976)
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estimator is essential in this particular nature of

estimation. In this model, the factor share equation for

purchased transportation is dropped from the system of

equations. The coefficients in the deleted equation can be
recovered using the resulted estimates from other equations
so that elasticities of substitutions can be calculated.

One of the benefits of using translog cost function is
its flexibility. The function allows substitution among
factors of production to vary as well as scale economies

with the level of outputs so that it is reasonable to

estimate the elasticities of substitution and scale

economies. Another attractive feature of the translog cost
function is that it is especially easy to calculate the

elasticities of substitution once the coefficients are

estimated. Allen and Uzawa have independently derived the
partial elasticities called Allen-Uzawa partial elasticities
of substitution (AUE) between input i and j which are

generally expressed in the form,

C*[
82c I

apiap;
ac ac
api

where by definition." For the translog cost

function, AUE can be calculated as follows:

14 The definition of AUE and the derivation of theseelasticity estimates are presented by Berndt and Wood (1975),and the actual calculation is demonstrated by Greene (1990).
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where Si is the fitted value of the cost share of ith input.

Own price elasticities of demand is defined as

Aw and Roberts (1985) explain that AUE measures the use
of input i corresponding to a change in the price of j

holding other prices and output fixed but allowing

quantities of the other inputs to optimally adjust to the
new levels. Positive (negative) sign symbolizes

substitutional (complimentary) relation between two
inputs.15 In this study, elasticities are evaluated at
mean. The estimates of elasticities of substitution give a
good insight into the operational characteristics of LTL
carriers.

Homogeneity of Carriers

In some studies (Grimm, Corsi, and Jarrell (1989)),

researchers regard firms in Instruction 27 as LTL firms and

15
For representation of the AUE, see Aw and Roberts(p114, 1985).
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Instruction 28A as TL firms.16 However, some firms in

Instruction 28A operate as general freight carriers with LTL
activities, and some Instruction 27 carriers engage in TL
activities. Further, Instruction 27 carriers tend to be
larger than Instruction 28A carriers. Thus, raising the
question of which is the more important distinction:

dividing the carriers by Instruction definition or by size.
If two sectors are distinctive only by size, the efficiency
gain in the cost estimation can be achieved by combining two
instructions. Also, it may make a difference in the revenue
concentration ratio. In an attempt to test for structural

differences between general freight commodity firms, three
possible groupings are considered.

First, firms in two sections are simply regarded

different from each other by the instruction definition.
Instruction 27 carriers are those who obtain an average of
more than 75 percent of their revenues from the intercity
transportation of general commodities. Instruction 28
includes carriers of general commodities that do not satisfy
the conditions of Instruction 27 and carriers of special
commodities except household goods. Both sections refer to
Class I and II carriers17.

16
Motor Carrier Annual Report (1988) classifies theInstruction 28A as Class I and II carriers of generalcommodities not covered by Instruction 27.

17 Class I carriers are those with total annual operatingrevenue of more than $5 million. Class II carriers are thosewith total annual operating revenue of between $1 million and
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Second, the two groups are pooled and separated at the
median of output, defined by tonmiles. Then, one group will
consist of firms that lie above median (upper 50°

percentile), and the other will involve firms that are below
the median (lower 50th percentile). Thus, the pooled data
are divided into groups of large and small firms based on
their tonmiles. Third, the pooled data are separated at the
median of revenue. This provides an alternative definition
for large and small firms based on revenue.

Separate regressions are run for each subgroup as well
as a pooled regression.18 To see if the samples are indeed

different, asymptotic testing is conducted. Let wed and
L(ea) be the log of likelihood function from the restricted
estimator and of unrestricted estimator respectively; in
case of this study, L(80 is sum of log of likelihood

function from two separate estimations. If the null

hypothesis is true, the likelihood ratio statistics in

asymptotic testing19 is written as

and is asymptotically
distributed as Chi-square (x2) with

$4,999,999.

18
Separate regressions in each case are performed ratherthan one pooled regression with dummy variables because thismethod yields more unrestricted results. The regression withdummy variables assumes identical variance-covariance matricesin two samples. In contrast, the different variance-covariance matrices are allowed in case of the separateregression. See Denny and Fuss (1983) for more detail.

19 The source of asymptotic testing is Judge et al.(1988).
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LR= -2 logX = -2 [L(00 -L(0)]

degrees of freedom equal to the number of hypothesis; number
of coefficients in this study. The null hypothesis is

rejected if LR is larger than the value of Chi-square at

some significance leve1.20

Data and Variables

Data for the estimation is from the Motor Carrier

Annual Report (1988). The sample includes all Class I and
II general freight commodity carriers reported in

Instruction 27 and 28A. The original number of firms for
Instruction 27 and 28A are 267 and 316 respectively, but
some observations are excluded due to obvious errors or
simply incomplete data. For example, only positive factor
shares are used for estimation to ensure the monotonicity.
Thus, final samples consist of 207 firms for Instruction 27
and of 89 firms for Instruction 28A.21

As total cost of each firm, a 12 percent of opportunity

20
Caution should be taken concerning hypothesis testing,however, since there may be heteroscedasticity using cross-sectional observations. Srivastava and Giles (1987) statesthat nature of the iterated seemingly unrelated regressionestimator with heteroscedasticity is not yet well known.

21 The carriers in Instruction 28A are not required toreport as much data as the Instruction 27 carriers, so that alarge number of observations are excluded due to lack ofinformation.
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cost for net carrier operating property and equipment22 and
working capital23 is added to operating cost.

One output, four prices, and four attributes are
used,as exogenous variables in the translog cost function.

Tonmiles are used as output (Q).

In order to capture the heterogeneity of output, four
attribute variables such as average length of haul (AH),

average load (AL), average shipment size (AS), and insurance

(INS), are used. ALH is defined as tonmiles divided by
total tons. ALH is expected to be negative, reflecting the
cost taper that occurs with distance. AL is calculated as
tonmiles divided by total vehicle miles; average vehicle
loads is included to capture the effect of route density.
Fewer empty backhauls and light-backhauls improve efficiency
in use of factor inputs so that it should be associated with
lower costs. INS is computed as total insurance per
tonmile; this measures the average value or characteristics

of commodities shipped. More expensive or fragile

commodities need special handling so that it will contribute
to higher cost; therefore, positive relation with cost is
expected. AS is calculated as total tons divided by total
number of shipments. This is included to capture the impact

22 Net operating property is converted to real value byapplying the ten year average of producer's price indexes formotor trucks.

23
Working capital is derived as current assets minusliabilities.
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of transactions and handling costs. Larger average shipment

size requires less transactions and handling thus reducing
costs. Thus, sign of the coefficient is expected to be the
negative. Unfortunately, data were not available for

network variables such as those used by Friedlaender and

Wang-Chiang. Thus, there is no direct measure of network
effects.

Factor prices are the price of fuel (PF), the price of

labor (PL), the price of purchased transportation (PR), and
the price of capital (PK) are used. The price of labor (PL)

is calculated as total wages plus total fringe benefits

divided by the total number of employees. The price of

purchased transportation (PR) is computed as purchased

transportation expense per the miles rented. The price of
capital (PK) is computed as residual expenses (total cost
minus fuel, labor, and purchased transportation

expenditures) divided by net operating property plus working
capital. The price of fuel (PF) is fuel and oil expenditure
divided by total gallons. Total gallons are computed as

total vehicle miles divided by five where five is assumed to
be mileage per gallon. For those firms that did not report
the fuel expense and purchased transportation figures or

that have unreasonable values, regional averages are used.
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V. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Estimation of Instruction 27 and 28A

Table 4 shows the log of likelihood function of each

separate estimation as well as pooled estimation. For each
case of separations, the null hypothesis that two

estimations are not significantly different is rejected at
the significance level of 0.005. The likelihood ratio for
each case is presented as LR in Table 4. The results
indicate that there are heterogeneous segments in general
freight commodity carriage. The log of likelihood function
is the largest when sample is divided by the definition of
the "instruction." This implies that the "instruction

definition" shows more evident distinction of the cost

structures between Instruction 27 (1-27) and 28A (I-28A)
carriers than when divided by tonmiles or revenue.

There are many possible differences in these two groups
such as technologies employed and primary services provided
although both two groups are said to be Class I and II

common carriers of general commodities. Table 8 shows that

I-28A carriers have larger mean value for AL, ALH, and AS.
These values may be the reason why Grimm, Corsi, and Jarrell
(GCJ,1989) treated the I-28A carriers as general freight TL
carriers and 1-27 carriers as general freight LTL carriers.
TL carriers usually have a service of heavier load, larger
shipment size, and long-haul. Then, it may be reasonable to
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treat Instruction carriers as general freight TL carriers.

In Table 9 and 10, it can be seen that firms in 1-27

have larger cost share in labor and smaller cost share in

purchased transportation (shown as Rented) than I-28A firms.

It implies that carriers in 1-27 are more labor-intensive

and those in I-28A are more dependent on purchased

transportation. For both groups, it is interesting to see
that fuel is the smallest part of the operational costs.

As for elasticities, the most price sensitive factor is

purchased transportation for 1-27 (-0.64717), but capital
for I-28A (-0.69295). 1-27 firms seem to be relatively more
price sensitive to purchased transportation than I-28A
firms. This also symbolizes an important role of purchased
transportation in I-28A carriers just as indicated by large
factor share.

The sign of elasticity of substitution between

purchased transportation and fuel can be either positive

(substitutes) or negative (complements) since purchased

transportation includes both rented services and rented
capital. Fuel can be a complement to rented capital
(trucks) and a substitute for rented services. The rented
service can be substitute since it is often employed when
excess or "peak" loads exist. Accordingly, this elasticity
of substitution between purchased transportation and fuel

(-0.35060) in I-28A indicates more of the complementary role
of fuel to purchased transportation. The elasticity of
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substitution (1.29083) in 1-27 exhibits high degree of the

substitution between these two factors. From the result,

larger portion of purchased transportation in I-28A may be
rented trucks; when fuel price goes up, less trucks are
rented.

The arguments above may seem to be contradictory to the
positive sign of the elasticities of substitution between
fuel and capital. Fuel is undoubtedly complement to trucks,
but in this study, capital includes not only trucks but also
other equipments used in administration and terminals.

Thus, low substitutabilities between fuel and capital is the
net effect of different types of capital.24 Small

substitutability between labor and fuel may indicates the
tactics of LTL firms. When fuel price goes up, as a cost

minimizing approach, LTL firm may take a combination of more

consolidation activities at terminals and less line-haul.

Relatively large substitutability between labor and capital

explains the characteristics (terminal consolidations and
line-haul) of LTL operations.

In Table 11 and 12, estimated coefficients are

reported. Null hypothesis of constant returns to scale can
not be rejected for either section. This result is

24
Friedlaender and Bruce distinguished two types ofcapital in their estimation; one is called revenue equipmentsthat consists of trucks, and the other is called generalcapital that includes all other capitals. They show thatrevenue equipments and fuel are complementary but generalcapital and fuel are substitutable. For more detail seeFriedlaender and Bruce (p58, 1985)
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consistent with that of GCJ and McMullen (1991a and 1991b).
GCJ found no scale economies for both groups of carriers in
either 1977 or 1984-1986.

All of the attribute coefficients have the expected
signs except insignificant ALH in I-28A. Estimates for 1-27
show significant economies of route density, of length of
haul, and of shipment size. This is seen by the estimated

coefficients for AL, ALH, and AS. In contrast, there is no
evidence of economies of any kind in I-28A. These results
may be interpreted in two ways. One is that the carriers in
I-28A already exhausted the economies of route density, of
length of haul, and of shipment size. The other is that
assuming the carriers in two sections are engaging in

distinctive services, the results indicate characteristics
of two different operations.
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Table 4
Likelihood Ratio of Different Groupings

Likelihood of Pooled: 1044.25

Large Small Total LR

Tonmile 616.789 536.409 1153.198 217.896

Revenue 628.895 498.837 1127.732 166.964

1-27 I-28A Total LRInstruction
Definition 881.491 287.492 1168.983 249.466
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Table 5
Sample Means of Variables in Pooled (Instruction 27 and 28A)

Pooled sample
MEAN STD DEV

Q 262355.1 938853.1
AL 10.55088 5.68318
ALH 388.9655 384.1427
INS 0.01548 0.0242
AS 7.78053 13.66479

NUMBER OF OBSERVATION
: 296

Table 6
Sample Means of Instruction 27 and 28A

Instruction 27
MEAN STD DEV

Instruction 28A
MEAN STD DEV

Q 313205.7 1109060 144084.5 235078.4AL 9.41328 4.78937 13.19674 6.66732ALH 347.4432 330.8853 485.5398 474.2334INS 0.01588 0.01679 0.01456 0.03608AS 3.96522 6.52462 16.65432 20.30832

NUMBER OF OBSERVATION
: 207

89
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Table 7
Elasticity Estimates and Cost Share of Instruction 27

Labor

Partial
Capital

Elasticities of Substitution
Labor Rented Fuel

0.83000

Rented 1.18064 0.45157

Fuel 0.52181 0.02741 1.29083

Own Price
Elasticities -0.60567 -0.37088 -0.64717 -0.44455

Cost Share 0.30647 0.50866 0.14098 0.04389

Table 8
Elasticity Estimates and Cost Share of Instruction 28A

Labor

Partial
Capital

Elasticities of Substitution
Labor Rented Fuel

0.84689

Rented 1.38249 0.16408

Fuel 0.52705 0.58377 -0.35060

Own Price
Elasticities -0.69295 -0.37884 -0.24961 -0.50711

Cost Share 0.31124 0.31273 0.31173 0.06429
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Table 9
Coefficient estimates of Instruction 27

PARAMETER ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR T-STATISTIC

CONST 11.218 0.16019 70.031
Q 1.0092 0.073971 13.643 **
Q *Q 0.0070093 0.028825 0.24317
Q*PK -0.0055842 0.0080613 -0.69271
Q*PR 0.0035066 0.0098971 0.3543
Q*PF -0.0039351 0.0020869 -1.8856*
Q*PL 0.0060127 0.0089876 0.669
Q*AL 0.0047036 0.05841 0.080527
Q*ALH -0.013454 0.042264 -0.31832
Q*INS 0.010496 0.044632 0.23517
Q*AS -0.037082 0.02254 -1.6451*
PK 0.33677 0.027669 12.171
PK*PK 0.019384 0.0098735 1.9632

**

PK*PR 0.012132 0.012431 0.97588
PK*PF -0.0076987 0.0030246 -2.5453"
PK*PL -0.023817 0.01014 -2.3487"
PK*AL 0.0039028 0.026648 0.14646
PK*ALH 0.02491 0.016269 1.5311
PK*INS 0.031277 0.0221 1.4152
PK*AS 0.020916 0.009236 2.2646
PR 0.19942 0.038613 5.1646
PR*PR 0.030593 0.029092 1.0516
PR*PF 0.0027726 0.0030019 0.92361
PR*PL -0.045497 0.016625 -2.7366"*
PR*AL -0.059987 0.044963 -1.3341
PR*ALH 0.036265 0.029519 1.2285
PR*INS -0.03034 0.029987 -1.0118
PR*AS 0.050008 0.013086 3.8215"*
PF 0.047806 0.0061942 7.7179
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Table 9 Continued

PARAMETER ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR T-STATISTIC

PF*PF 0.024269 0.0041147 5.898"*
PF*PL -0.019343 0.0041102 -4.706"*
PF*AL -0.017131 0.0077375 -2.214
PF*ALH 0.016364 0.0046599 3.5115
PF*INS -0.004309 0.0052168 -0.82598
PF*AS 0.011652 0.0023346 4.9912"*
PL 0.41601 0.038494 10.807*"
PL*PL 0.088657 0.012816 6.9175

* **

PL*AL 0.073215 0.035885 2.0402
**

PL*ALH -0.077538 0.025865 -2.9978"*
PL*INS 0.0033715 0.028358 0.11889
PL*AS -0.082576 0.012932 -6.3852"
AL -0.80762 0.18153 -4.4489"*
AL*AL -0.061543 0.20276 -0.30354
AL*ALH -0.3422 0.1015 -3.3714***
AL*INS -0.12141 0.11318 -1.0728
AL*AS -0.26267 0.059728 -4.3978***
ALH -0.54936 0.12885 -4.2637"*
ALH*ALH -0.040758 0.10624 -0.38364
ALH*INS -0.2475 0.10341 -2.3935"
ALH*AS 0.066917 0.04476 1.495
INS 0.069461 0.17695 0.39255
INS*INS -0.084932 0.12796 -0.66374
INS*AS -0.068777 0.059913 -1.1479
AS -0.25331 0.084214 -3.008"*
AS*AS 0.12963 0.047285 2.7414

LOG-LIKELIHOOD RATIO = 881.491

NUMBER OF OBSERVATION = 207

* significantly different from zero at the 0.1 level** significantly different from zero at the 0.05 level*** significantly different from zero at the 0.001 level
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Table 10
Coefficient Estimates of Instruction 28A

PARAMETER ESTIMATE
STANDARD
ERROR T-STATISTIC

CONST 10.381 0.53066 19.563"*
Q 0.85435 0.362 2.3601"
Q *Q -0.031805 0.26362 -0.12065
Q*PK 0.015414 0.028663 0.53776
Q*PR 0.0068409 0.050085 0.13659
Q*PF -0.0045313 0.0085941 -0.52727
Q*PL -0.017723 0.039891 -0.4443
Q*AL -0.21879 0.31875 -0.6864
Q*ALH -0.055444 0.28154 -0.19693
Q*INS -0.12579 0.20774 -0.6055
Q*AS 0.094344 0.14176 0.6655
PK 0.34748 0.068727 5.056"*
PK*PK -0.01405 0.021861 -0.64267
PK*PR 0.039665 0.037835 1.0484
PK*PF -0.010021 0.010177 -0.98467
PK*PL -0.015594 0.024538 -0.63551
PK*AL 0.034962 0.067275 0.51969
PK*ALH -0.0046545 0.030504 -0.15259
PK*INS 0.04654 0.04328 1.0753
PK*AS -0.0060919 0.032887 -0.18524
PR 0.29844 0.14208 2.1005"
PR*PR 0.058033 0.11053 0.52503
PR*PF -0.024579 0.023619 -1.0406
PR*PL -0.07312 0.063691 -1.148
PR*AL -0.014906 0.11184 -0.13328
PR*ALH 0.01216 0.051473 0.23623
PR*INS -0.086001 0.088782 -0.96867
PR*AS 0.011221 0.055042 0.20385
PF 0.060978 0.028754 2.1207"
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Table 10 Continued

STANDARD
PARAMETER ESTIMATE ERROR T-STATISTIC
PF*PF 0.042039 0.012741 3.2995"*
PF*PL -0.0074392 0.013518 -0.55032
PF*AL -0.012359 0.022619 -0.5464
PF*ALH 0.0079512 0.013761 0.57779
PF*INS 0.0033765 0.017847 0.1892
PF*AS 0.010574 0.012807 0.82563
PL 0.2931 0.082182 3.5665"*
PL*PL 0.096153 0.046937 2.0485"
PL*AL -0.0076972 0.058955 -0.13056
PL*ALH -0.015456 0.046387 -0.3332
PL*INS 0.036084 0.056143 0.64273
PL*AS -0.015702 0.025084 -0.62597
AL -0.096169 0.78162 -0.12304
AL*AL 0.99226 0.78558 1.2631
AL*ALH 0.067708 0.57396 0.11797
AL*INS 0.5109 0.41681 1.2257
AL*AS 0.11051 0.30189 0.36606
ALH 0.069565 0.52771 0.13183
ALH*ALH 0.10946 0.43639 0.25082
ALH*INS 0.06532 0.39645 0.16476
ALH*AS -0.055371 0.29166 -0.18985
INS 0.68111 0.61811 1.1019
INS*INS 0.30099 0.37191 0.8093
INS*AS 0.16779 0.20534 0.8171
AS 0.067035 0.4312 0.15546
AS*AS -0.014827 0.21923 -0.067634

LOG-LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION = 287.492

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 89

significantly different from zero at the 0.1 level** significantly different from zero at the 0.05 level*** significantly different from zero at the 0.001 level
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Estimation for Large and Small Section 27 Carriers

In order to compare the characteristics of large and

small firms, the sample from Instruction 27 is further

separated into two groups. Only the sample of Instruction

27 carriers is used since in these carriers the revenue

concentration is taking place. Table 12 shows the

concentration ratios based on tonmile. It is apparent that

ratios calculated with whole carriers and those with 100

largest carriers show significant differences from revenue

concentration ratios. The tonmile concentration ratios

reveal even greater magnitude of concentration in the LTL

industry. The trend of concentration can not be shown since

only data for 1988 is available in this study. Nonetheless,

the trend of concentration may be substantially different if

tonmile is used. Accordingly, level of output (tonmile) is

used to define the largeness of carriers. Thus, sample is

divided at the median of tonmiles. In order to test whether

or not large and small firms reveal the structural

differences, asymptotic tests are conducted. The null

hypothesis that two estimations are not significantly

different is rejected at significance level of 0.005. The

generalized Reis calculated to measure the goodness of fit
for the model25. The value of generalized R2 is 0.99 for

25 The generalized R2 is calculated as

1 -exp [2 (L1 L2) /T]
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both cases indicating a very well fit of data to the model.

In Table 13 and 14, the elasticity estimates and factor

shares for typical firms in two groups are presented. It is

interesting to note that both groups have very close factor

shares in their operating costs except labor and purchased

transportation. Large firms seem to have slightly larger

share of purchased transportation while small firms seem to

have larger share in labor. This implies that large firms

utilize relatively more purchased transportation, and small

firms are slightly more labor-intensive.

As for elasticities, the price sensitive factors for

large firms are capital and fuel, and for small firms is

purchased transportation. All factors except fuel-labor in

small firms are substitutes to each other. When price of

fuel increases, large firms can reduce the line-haul and

increase the consolidation at terminal. On the other hand,

small firms may not have the same option since many small

firms do not have terminals.

Table 11 presents the values of mean for each group.

Comparing the mean of variables in two samples, large firms

have twice as long length of haul and twice the shipment

size as smaller firms. The mean of average load is very

where L1 is the maximum value of log of likelihood functionwhen the coefficients of all right-hand side variables areconstrained to be zero, L2 is the maximum value of log oflikelihood function when all coefficients are included in themodel, and T is the number of observations. For more detailson generalized R2, see Berndt and Khaled (1979).
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close between two samples, but that of insurance in small

firms is far greater than that of large firms. This

suggests that small firms carry higher valued commodities.

According to Friedlaender and Wang-Chiang (1985), the

types of service are classified by the length of haul. They

argue that primary service of short-haul (250 miles) is

speed of delivery and thus, direct delivery is more likely

to be provided while intermediate haul (250-500 miles)

enables firms to connect the short-haul and long-haul (over

500 miles) traffic more effectively. This is exactly the

difference shown between means of ALH in two groups. For

large firms, mean of ALH is 484.19; for small firms,

212.012. This is more apparent looking at Figure 1. Figure
1 shows that a great number of small firms are engaging in

the short-haul service, and that services of large firms are

more balanced in length of haul. Following the

classifications of outputs specified by Friedlaender and

Wang-Chiang, the typical large firm seems to engage in the

intermediate haul and typical small firm, short-haul.

Unfortunately data used here do not allow estimation of
scope economies. However, if scope economies are present
for large carriers, then there is an incentive to transport

in more mixed commodities to reduce operating costs. If

such a commodity mix can be obtained by acquiring small

firms, large firms just may do so.

Both samples failed to reject the hypothesis of
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constant returns to scale. All coefficients have expected
sign. However, there are interesting differences between
these two groups. The coefficient of insurance in small

firms is significant while that of large firms is not

significantly different from zero. On the other hand,

average load in sample of large firms is still significant

while that of small firms is not. It implies that large

firms can potentially reduce costs by increasing route

density, while small firms do not. The route density can be

increased by minimizing empty back-hauls. Grimm et al.

(1989) argue that these economies of route density may be

effectively improved by utilization of modern equipments as

follows:

This may well reflect the well-documented growth of
Advanced Truckload firms, who use sophisticated
computer vehicle routing algorithms to match consumerdemand with equipment availability in high densitytraffic corridors with balanced freight flows.26

This high-tech operation may benefit large firms more

because the operation of large firms covers large

geographical area and have vast network. These

sophisticated tools may help save time as well as associated

cost organizing very complicated routings for large firms.

It is apparent that firms in two samples are operating

differently or providing different services. That is, small

firms are specializing in more valuable commodities with

mainly short distance delivery service while service of

26 Quoted from Grimm et al. (p244, 1989)
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large firms is more diverse. Large firms provides more
intermediate-haul and long-haul services carrying variety of
commodities.
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Table 11
Sample Means of Large and Small Firms

Large
MEAN

Firms
STD DEV

Small
MEAN

Firms
STD DEV

Q 612352.1 1517927 16935.75 13450.45AL 11.61272 4.19037 7.235 4.34268ALH 484.1893 345.1982 212.012 252.4799INS 0.00855 0.00634 0.02314 0.02042AS 5.22768 7.84319 2.71491 4.5881

NUMBER OF OBSERVATION : 103 104

Table 12
Concentration Ratio Based on Revenue and Tonmile

All Instruction 27 Carriers

4-Firm ratio
8-Firm ratio
20-Firm ratio

Revenue Tonmile
1988 1988

0.37 0.41
0.5 0.55
0.67 0.71

100 Largest Instruction 27 Carriers

Revenue Tonmile
*1988 1988

Top 3 0.36 0.37
Top 5 0.433 0.48
Top 10 0.583 0.62

* Calculated concentration ratios by tonmiles.
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Table 13
Elasticity Estimates and Cost Share of Large Firms

Labor

Partial
Capital

Elasticities of Substitution
Labor Rented Fuel

0.97919

Rented 1.31843 0.19031

Fuel 0.58814 0.56242 1.36044

Own Price
Elasticities -0.73098 -0.38069 -0.56282 -0.72448

Cost Share 0.29938 0.47545 0.18180 0.04337

Table 14
Elasticity Estimates and Cost Share of Small Firms

Labor

Partial
Capital

Elasticities of Substitution
Labor Rented Fuel

0.80345

Rented 0.97695 0.99515

Fuel 0.51759 -0.19986 1.35665

Own Price
Elasticities -0.51378 -0.40051 -0.89141 -0.25468

Cost Share 0.31349 0.54155 0.10055 0.04441
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Figure 1 Many small firms are specializing in short-haul
service while large firms are more diverse.
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Table 15
Coefficient Estimates of Large Firms

STANDARD
PARAMETER ESTIMATE ERROR T-STATISTIC

CONST 11.509 0.21059 54.651"*
Q 0.97927 0.14802 6.6158*"
Q*Q -0.0311 0.083063 -0.37441
Q*PK -0.016271 0.018266 -0.89078
Q*PR -0.0070593 0.034627 -0.20387
Q*PF -0.0030196 0.0065362 -0.46198
Q*PL 0.02635 0.02259 1.1664
Q*AL 0.019887 0.25331 0.07851
Q*ALH 0.014621 0.1462 0.1
Q*INS -0.0073036 0.1089 -0.06707
Q*AS -0.046114 0.063858 -0.72213
PK 0.31174 0.032503 9.5911"*
PK*PK -0.013317 0.027487 -0.48447
PK*PR 0.023049 0.022475 1.0255
PK*PF -0.0071335 0.0057044 -1.2505
PK*PL -0.0025982 0.027815 -0.093413
PK*AL 0.042509 0.055725 0.76284
PK*ALH 0.017297 0.036781 0.47028
PK*INS 0.028095 0.028383 0.98986
PK*AS 0.018122 0.015249 1.1884
PR 0.23218 0.063622 3.6494"*
PR*PR 0.047596 0.068037 0.69957
PR*PF 0.0046496 0.0086658 0.53655
PR*PL -0.075295 0.04638 -1.6234
PR*AL -0.061284 0.11072 -0.55349
PR*ALH 0.029818 0.058358 0.51096
PR*INS -0.035975 0.059485 -0.60477
PR*AS 0.053815 0.022066 2.4388"
PF 0.05556 0.010131 5.4843"*
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Table 15 Continued

STANDARD
PARAMETER ESTIMATE ERROR T-STATISTIC
PF*PF 0.012221 0.0084163 1.4521
PF*PL -0.0097373 0.010239 -0.95098
PF*AL -0.0051028 0.022454 -0.22725
PF*ALH 0.012269 0.011716 1.0473
PF*INS -0.0027281 0.01003 -0.27199
PF*AS 0.012605 0.003887 3.2428***
PL 0.40052 0.051368 7.7969

* **

PL*PL 0.08763 0.050311 1.7418*
PL*AL 0.023877 0.059892 0.39868
PL*ALH -0.059385 0.039769 -1.4933
PL*INS 0.010608 0.049173 0.21573
PL*AS -0.084541 0.016147 -5.2356"*
AL -1.1027 0.57158 -1.9292*
AL*AL -0.9065 1.1797 -0.76839
AL*ALH -0.23189 0.55749 -0.41596
AL*INS -0.39154 0.55555 -0.70478
AL*AS -0.41244 0.28738 -1.4352
ALH -0.2796 0.26475 -1.0561
ALH*ALH 0.04393 0.40927 0.10734
ALH*INS 0.12536 0.27369 0.45804
ALH*AS 0.21874 0.1322 1.6547*
INS 0.21103 0.3522 0.59918
INS*INS 0.22129 0.45478 0.48658
INS*AS 0.056961 0.17128 0.33257
AS -0.15737 0.14264 -1.1033
AS*AS 0.17401 0.10509 1.6558*

LOG-LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS

= 508.573

= 103

significantly different from zero at the 0.1 level** significantly different from zero at the 0.05 level*** significantly different from zero at the 0.001 level
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Table 16
Coefficient Estimates of Small Firms

STANDARD
PARAMETER ESTIMATE ERROR T-STATISTIC

CONST 8.9455 0.29047 30.797"*
4 0.99221 0.19896 4.987"*
Q *Q 0.015555 0.10065 0.15454
Q*PK -0.014164 0.024391 -0.58072
Q*PR 0.024206 0.036553 0.66221
Q*PF -0.003864 0.0053603 -0.72077
Q*PL -0.006178 0.023044 -0.26809
Q*AL -0.051157 0.10869 -0.47066
Q*ALH -0.002652 0.14465 -0.018336
Q*INS 0.012028 0.1411 0.085244
Q*AS -0.031084 0.10186 -0.30516
PK 0.36741 0.041994 8.7492***
PK*PK 0.043653 0.020971 2.0816"
PK*PR -0.000983 0.02942 -0.033425
PK*PF -0.009067 0.0065284 -1.3889
PK*PL -0.033603 0.02588 -1.2984
PK*AL 0.0087742 0.048183 0.1821
PK*ALH 0.042881 0.036265 1.1824
PK*INS 0.043722 0.044254 0.98797
PK*AS 0.032624 0.020114 1.6219
PR 0.1161 0.068133 1.7041
PR*PR -0.000873 0.062006 -0.014079
PR*PF 0.0021184 0.0075792 0.2795
PR*PL -0.000262 0.043269 -0.0060558
PR*AL -0.060455 0.06443 -0.93831
PR*ALH 0.0043861 0.054402 0.080623
PR*INS -0.036813 0.056557 -0.65089
PR*AS 0.025565 0.038131 0.67044
PF 0.051158 0.01169 4 .376"
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Table 16 Continued

STANDARD
PARAMETER ESTIMATE ERROR T-STATISTIC
PF*PF 0.035512 0.0075591 4.6979
PF*PL -0.028563 0.0055289 -5.1661"*
PF*AL -0.026033 0.012683 -2.0525"
PF*ALH 0.021057 0.014185 1.4844
PF*INS -0.005693 0.012201 -0.46662
PF*AS 0.013006 0.0070862 1.8355*
PL 0.46533 0.055746 8.3474 **
PL*PL 0.062428 0.049849 1.2523
PL*AL 0.077714 0.055429 1.402
PL*ALH -0.068324 0.054541 -1.2527
PL*INS -0.001216 0.050312 -0.024162
PL*AS -0.071195 0.029389 -2.4225"
AL 0.14379 0.36509 0.39384
AL*AL 0.43114 0.29438 1.4646
AL*ALH 0.075735 0.21156 0.35799
AL*INS 0.50428 0.29279 1.7223*
AL*AS 0.065129 0.17007 0.38295
ALH -0.31352 0.36404 -0.86121
ALH*ALH 0.14214 0.25922 0.54832
ALH*INS 0.01932 0.29255 0.066042
ALH*AS 0.069799 0.13645 0.51155
INS 0.65356 0.36737 1.779*
INS*INS 0.50885 0.25733 1.9774
INS*AS 0.056307 0.13779 0.40865
AS -0.16814 0.16081 -1.0456
AS*AS 0.063094 0.087866 0.71807

LOG-LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION = 468.253

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 104

significantly different from zero at the 0.1 level** significantly different from zero at the 0.05 level*** significantly different from zero at the 0.001 level
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Deregulation of motor carrier industry appeared to be

successful in truckload sector. However, the revenue

concentration in the less-than-truckload sector still

remains to be explained. Many economists have estimated

cost functions for the LTL segment of industry and found

constant returns to scale. These findings indicate that

there is no cost advantage by increasing level of outputs.

Some studies treat all of the common carriers of general

freight as one homogeneous group, and others argue that

there are heterogeneous segments in these carriers.

This study examined the possible differences in general

freight by looking at Instruction 27 and 28A carriers

separately. Results support the hypothesis that two samples

are significantly different implying that there are

heterogeneous segments in carriers of general freight. The

carriers of these two sections appear to be different in

many aspects. The sample means of variables show that

carriers in Instruction 28A has longer length of haul,

larger average load and shipment size, and smaller factor

share in labor. The coefficients of cost function estimates

indicated no scale economies of any kind. Grimm, Corsi, and

Jarrell (1989) regard the firms of Instruction 28A as

general freight TL carriers and those of Instruction 27 as
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general freight LTL carriers27. This differentiation may

be reasonable considering the characteristics of the firms

in Instruction 28A.

In the more homogeneous set of data, it was found that

tonmile reveals even larger magnitude of concentration in

the industry. Thus, this study compared the possible

differences in the large and small carriers defined by level

of output in order to help explain the revenue and tonmile

concentration in the LTL industry.

The two size groups appear to engage in different types

of operation. Larger carriers in diverse services, and

small in more specific services which consist of short-haul

and valuable commodities. Large carriers seem to have more

intermediate-hauls to connect short-haul and long-haul

traffic effectively. Concerning these characteristics of

service, Daughety, Nelson, and Vigdor (1985) found that

carriers of short-haul and valuable commodity face 2.5 to 3

times higher average costs than those of long-haul and low-

value commodity. Another implication from the different

service is that since primary service of short-haul is

speed, the operation may not require facilities such as

terminals. Then, the entry barrier may not be significant

in short-haul LTL market. On the other hand, long-haul

27 Grimm, Corsi, Jarrell (1989) argue that since average
cost of LTL operations are much higher than that of TL
operations, the cost function of two sections should be
estimated separately.
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service of large firms requires the substantial fixed costs

for terminals and network. Subsequently, there may be

significant structural differences in carriers of sizes.

Furthermore, large firms seem to have two kinds of

advantages. One is a marketing advantage that besides

product itself, large firms can provide additive service

such as "computer tie-ins." The other is advantage in

production. It is evident from the presence of economies of

density that large firms still have potential to decrease

cost by reducing empty back-haul or increasing density.

Also, the large firms can produce greater variety M of

service qualities. Firms may provide expensive speedy

delivery or cheap slow delivery since a vast network enables

large firms to provide both interspatial and intertemporal

service in wider range. In contrast, small firms may be

limited to provide quick service and delivery. Accordingly,

large firms have an advantage in both marketing and variety

of products over small firms. Keeler (1989) calls this

advantage "economies of integration."

Although it is possible that small firms are avoiding

direct competition against large firms by specializing in

short-haul service for rather specific customers, the

transaction costs saved by sippers by choosing large firms

can not be ignored. Consumers can get what they want from

28 Vousden (1990) argues that more variety yields higherutility to consumers and that scope economies encourage firmsto produce more than one variety of products.
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large carriers, and there is less need to contact smaller

carriers. If economies of integration play a dominant role

in operations and sales, small firms may continue losing

market share.

Also, an aggressive expansion by large carriers may

result from scope economies. While constant returns to

scale are the overwhelming findings among studies, the

possibility of economies of scope has not yet been fully

explored. Thus, whether or not the combination of short-

haul and long-haul service decreases operating costs is an

especially important issue for future research.

In conclusion, the main implication of this study is

that revenue and output concentration may continue as long

as economies of integration and of route density are

present. Revenue concentration may lead to an oligopolistic

market structure in the LTL segment if large market shares

are obtained by only a few large carriers. However, unless

the large firms engage in collusive rate making, they will

not be able to exert monopoly power. Thus, antitrust policy

could be used to prevent monopoly inefficiencies.
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